A family J of subsets of a space is defined to be a semi-group of subsets provided that the intersection of any two subsets of J is again a subset of J. In giving a characterization of a Banach space of continuous functions in terms of the geometry of the space, Clarkson1 considered a cone S which had the property that the family of all of its translates formed a semi-group. This note is concerned with an investigation of the structure of a subset 5 of a linear space H such that the family of all translates of 5 form a semi-group, that is, for any points x, y of 26 there exists a z££ such that (x+S)r\(y-\-S) = z+S. It will be shown that under certain rather weak restrictions, 5 must be a convex cone.
Let 26 be an abstract linear space. The only topology which will be assumed for 36 is that which arises from the topology of the straight lines of 36, that is, if un = ocnx+ßny, x^y, an+ßn=l, an->a, ßn->ß, then un^>ax+ßy. This will be called the linear topology of 26. We shall assume that all straight lines of 36 are complete in this topology. A point x is an extreme point of a set S if xGS and there exists no line segment with end points in 5 which contains x in its interior. The theorem to be proved is the following:
Theorem. Let Sbea subset of 26 which is closed in the linear topology and which has at least one extreme point. Let the family of all translates of Sform a semi-group. Then S is a convex cone, that is, S is convex and there exists a point i/£S such that This shows that v, y+v, and 2y+v are in 5 and y-\-S contrary to the conclusion that y is an extreme point of y+S.
Lemma 3.1fv is the extreme point of S, S is a cone with vertex v.
Proof. It may be assumed that v = 9. It must be shown that if then XxG-S for all X = 0. Since Xx is a complete ray, if there exist values of X for which \x(£S, there must exist a smallest value Xo such that XoxG-S because of the linear closure of S. (Xox+5)P\5 = y+S where y is the extreme point of y+S. However, since X0x G(X0x+5)P\5, \0x is an extreme point of y + S and since there is only one extreme point of the set, y = K0x by Lemma 1. Then X0x +SQS and 2X0xE>S. By induction it can be seen that if \qx(E.S, then wXoxG-S for any positive integer n. Also there exists a z€zS such that (2~1h0x+S)r>tS = z + S. This implies the existence of a point mG-S such thatz = m+2-1Xoa;. Also, by the first part of the proof, m+XoxG-SSince z is the extreme point of z+S, u + (n/2)\<>x(E.z+S(ZS for every integer n by the same argument as was used in the first part of the proof. Then S = S -z contains all points of the form m + (m/2)X0x -(w + 2-1X0x). In particular, S contains the point 2_1XoX, contrary to the assumption that X0 was the smallest nonzero value of X for which XxG-S. This shows that if xG-S, XxGS for all X^O and 5 is a cone with vertex 9.
It is to be noted that if 8 is the vertex, the above proof shows that if xGS, then XxG-5 for all non-negative X and \x + S(ZS. Hence, if yGS, y+XxGS for all X^O. This shows that if 5 contains a ray through any point, it contains a parallel ray through every point of the set.
Proof. It must be shown that if x and y are in S, then ax-f-ßy€zS for a, ßs^O^ a+ß = l. If S has vertex 6 and if y=\x, this is true by Lemma 3. If y^Xx, then the rays Xx, vy, X^O, v^O, are distinct and are in S. If for any point ctx+ßy, a, ß>0, a+ß = l, there exists a Aio^O such that /io(ax+/3y)GS, then ji(ax-f-/3y)(ES for all p = 0 by Lemma 3. S contains the ray y+Xx where X = 0. If the existence of positive numbers fi and X can be demonstrated such that fi(ax-\-ßy) = y+Xx, the lemma is proved. If this is so, (jua-\)x + (nß -l)y = 6 and if p = l/ß, X = a/ß, the rays y(ax+ßy) and y+Xx have a common point. Since all points of the form y+\x are in S, (1//3) (cnr+ßy)GS and hence ß(ax+ßy) GS for all ju^O, in particular for ju = 1. Hence S is convex.
By making use of this theorem it is possible to weaken the hypotheses of Clarkson's theorem slightly and to state it in the following form.
Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition that a Banach space be equivalent to the space of all continuous functions over a bicompact Hausdorff space H is that there exist a closed set S with an extreme point, containing 6 in its interior, such that all translates of Sform a semi-group and such that the unit sphere in the space is the set Sf~\ (-S).
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